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Charting the Course for Adolescent Literacy

Secondary Reading League

2011 Secondary Reading League Literacy Grant Applications Now Being Accepted
Do you have an innovative literacy project or activity that needs funding? In these times of limited funding,
grants are a necessary source of revenue for educators. The Secondary Reading League (SRL) has established
two (2) $500 Literacy Grants to be awarded to SRL members. This monetary award is intended to support
educators in developing new or supporting existing innovative literacy projects in their schools or classrooms.
Over the past five years, a variety of projects have been funded by this grant. Throughout the year, 2010 winners
and their projects will be highlighted in the newsletter. Check out how the Literacy Grant is supporting
secondary reading and writing throughout the state.
Interested Secondary Reading League members are encouraged to complete the two-page application form. A
grant application is included in this newsletter as well on SRL s website www.dayofreading.org Please note the
deadline for all applications is September 2, 2011.
If you have questions, contact Gail Huizinga, Literacy Grant Chair, ghuizinga@sbcglobal.net
Secondary Reading Leagues Literacy Grant Winner

Meeting the Needs of Secondary Students with Leveled Text
Gail Huizinga, Grant Winner
Coordinator for Teaching, Learning, and Accountability
Homewood School District 153

Thanks to a 2011 Secondary Reading League Literacy
Grant, 5th and 6th grade students at Millennium
School in Homewood District 153 are reading a little
easier . SRL s Literacy Grant purchased 9 on-line
subscriptions to Reading A to Z. With the
subscriptions, teachers were able to print leveled
books for use in guided, shared, and independent
reading directly from the website at relatively low
cost. Once the books were used by the teacher,
they were housed in the building s book room for
teachers to share in their guided reading program
and independent practice libraries. The evaluation
of the grant project was very positive. Teachers
shared that their students were engaged with the text
and enjoyed the content. The Reading A to Z
materials made it easier to differentiate in their small

Why Join the SRL?

group instruction. Access to independent reading
materials for students was also increased. The
most compelling evaluation of the grant project s
success was a 3.8% increase in Millennium School s
2011 ISAT Reading scores. A balanced literacy
approach is a large undertaking for any grade level
or school. The amount of text needed to provide
appropriate reading materials for all students takes
a great deal of funding. The Secondary Reading
League Literacy Grant provided Millennium School
the opportunity to support literacy and student
reading achievement in a very practical way. The
students and staff of Millennium School would like
to thank Secondary Reading League for their
support of secondary literacy throughout the State
of Illinois.

Executive Board Contact Information

-Discounted registration for the
Day of Reading Conference
-Access to other secondary
reading professionals
-Opportunities for leadership
For more information visit us at:
www.dayofreading.org
-orFind us on Facebook
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Please join us for...
SRL' s Fall Breakfast Series:
"The Good News and Challenges of
the Common Core Standards"
featuring Donna Ogle
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Saturday, October 8, 2011
Willowbrook Holiday Inn
7800 Kingery (I-55 and Kingery/Rte 83)
Willowbrook, IL
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